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In late 2017, Branko Milanovic wrote a blog post titled “The illusion of degrowth in a poor
and unequal world.” He penned it, he says, following a conversation he had with a
proponent of degrowth, which was me. I wrote a response, which I have updated here for
clarity, and to account for new data.
To recap Milanovic’s argument: he imagines a scenario in which we cap global GDP at
present levels. Poor countries then increase their GDP per capita to the global average,
while rich countries decrease their GDP per capita accordingly. He says that this would
entail a reduction of production and consumption in the West, with economic activity
slashed to one-third of its present size.
For Milanovic, this is dystopic: “Factories, trains, airports, schools would work one-third of
their normal time; electricity, heating and hot water would be available for 8 hours a day;
cars may be driven one day out of three; we would work only 13 hours per week, etc.—all
in order to produce only a third as many goods and services that the West is producing
now.” Milanovic calls this “the immiseration of the West,” and he dismisses it as “not even
vaguely likely to find any political support anywhere.” Forget about it, he says; we need
growth. Let’s focus instead on reducing our consumption of emissions-intensive goods and
services by taxing them, and “think about how new technologies can be harnessed to make
the world more environmentally friendly.”
Milanovic’s vision here suffers from a number of empirical and analytical flaws. Let me try
to explain some of them:
1. World average GDP is not dystopic; it is poorly distributed and poorly utilized
First, a small point to correct the record. World average GDP per capita is $17,600 (PPP).
This is not dystopic. On the contrary, it is roughly consistent with the World Bank’s
threshold for “high-income”.
This is well in excess of what is associated with very high levels of human development.
According to the UNDP, some nations score “very high” (0.8 or above) on the life
expectancy index with as little as $3,300 per capita (and over 0.9 with as little as $8,000),
and “very high” on the education index with as little as $8,700 per capita. In fact, nations
can succeed on all key social indicators represented by the SDGs – not just health and
education, but also employment, nutrition, social support, life satisfaction etc. – with as
little as $10,000 per capita.

In other words, in theory we could achieve all of our social goals, for every person in the
world, with much less GDP than we presently have, simply by investing in public goods and
distributing income and opportunity more fairly (right now the richest 5% capture nearly
half of global GDP), even within the logic of actually-existing economic frameworks.
But all of this is ultimately irrelevant to the question at hand, because:
2. Degrowth is not about reducing GDP; it’s about resources and energy
This is Milanovic’s first mistake. Degrowth is not about reducing GDP. Rather, it is about
reducing excess resource and energy throughput, while at the same time improving human
well-being and social outcomes; the literature is quite clear on this. From the perspective
of ecology, this is what matters.
Right now, global resource use is about 100 billion tons per year; roughly double what
scientists consider to be a sustainable level. This is a major driver of ecological breakdown
and biodiversity loss. Global energy use is also too high. The IPCC is clear that we need to
significantly reduce global energy use (from 400 EJ today down to about 240 EJ by 2050) in
order to enable us to transition to renewables quickly enough to stay under 1.5C or 2C
(Grubler et al 2018; IPCC 2018).
Crucially, excess resource and energy use is being driven by rich nations, not poor
nations. So, rich nations need to reduce their resource and energy use. We accept that
reducing aggregate resource and energy throughput is likely to lead to a slower rate of GDP
growth, or perhaps even to a reduction in GDP; it all depends on the rate of efficiency. But
even if GDP does end up declining, that’s okay, as we will see. And this brings me to the
next point:
3. When it comes to human well-being, counting GDP is irrelevant
Milanovic’s second mistake is that he assumes a one-to-one relationship between GDP and
human welfare. When you start from this assumption, you’re likely to conclude (as
Milanovic does) that we are in a position of scarcity: clearly there’s not enough for
everyone to live well, and we need more (notwithstanding point 1). But this reasoning is
problematic because GDP is not, and was never intended to be, a proxy measure for human
well-being. Rather, it is a measure of the monetary value of the commodities we produce
and exchange for money. Unsurprisingly, there is no causal relationship between GDP and
social outcomes. Using it for this purpose is unscientific.
What actually matters for human well-being is provisioning – in other words, people’s
access to the resources they need to live long, healthy, flourishing lives. The reason GDP is
an unsuitable metric here is because it only counts a very narrow slice of economic activity;

specifically, that which has to do with commodity exchange-value. It does not count all
forms of provisioning; in fact, much of the provisioning we rely on is totally ignored by, and
irrelevant to, GDP. Milanovic knows this.
So it’s quite possible that GDP could go up while provisioning declines; for instance, if the
UK National Health Service were privatized, GDP would go up but people’s access to
healthcare would be curtailed (the same is true for virtually all forms of privatization or
enclosure). Similarly, GDP could go down while provisioning improves; for instance, if the
UK government imposed rent controls, or restored public housing, GDP might take a hit but
people would have easier access to housing. This trade-off is known as the Lauderdale
Paradox.
Now, when we think about the question in terms of resource provisioning, the picture
changes quite a bit. It becomes clear that there’s no scarcity at all. Recent research has
found that we could end global poverty and ensure flourishing lives for everyone on the
planet (for 10 billion people by the middle of the century), including universal healthcare
and education, with 60% less energy than we presently use (150 EJ, well within what is
considered compatible with 1.5C). As for resource use, we know that high-income nations
could meet their citizens’ material needs at a high standard, with up to 80% less resource
use, bringing them back within the sustainable threshold.
From this angle, it becomes clear that capitalism is highly inefficient when it comes to
meeting human needs; it produces so much, and yet leaves 60% of the human population
without access to even the most basic goods. Why? Because a huge portion of commodity
production (and all the energy and materials it requires) is irrelevant to human well-being.
Consider this thought experiment: Portugal has significantly better social outcomes than
the United States, with 65% less GDP per capita. This means that $38,000 of US per capita
income is effectively ‘wasted’. That adds up to $13 trillion per year for the US economy as a
whole; $13 trillion worth of extraction and production and consumption each year, and $13
trillion worth of ecological pressure, that adds nothing, in and of itself, to human wellbeing. It is damage without gain.
This should not come as a surprise, because the point of capitalism is surplus extraction,
elite accumulation, and reinvestment for expansion – not meeting human needs. To the
extent that the system does meet human needs, this is generally the result of political
interventions (i.e., unions, labour rights, public provisioning, etc.).
It is irrational to expect that a system organized around increasing extraction and
accumulation will somehow automatically improve social outcomes. If improving social
outcomes is our goal, it makes much more sense to target that directly, organizing the
economy first around what we know is required for human flourishing, rather than just

growing the GDP indiscriminately and hoping it will magically provide for people’s needs.
And when it comes to human well-being (i.e., health, education, longevity, happiness, life
satisfaction), the data is clear: what matters is universal public services, meaningful
employment, democracy, and a fair distribution of income.
4. It’s not income itself that counts; it’s the welfare purchasing power of income
Universal public services are important to this vision for a number of reasons. First, they
are more cost-effective and less ecologically intensive than their private counterparts (in
other words, you get more provisioning for less impact). For instance, Spain’s public
healthcare system generates significantly better outcomes than the US system (Spain’s life
expectancy is a whole five years longer) with less than one-quarter of the cost and a
fraction of the emissions. Public transportation is less intensive than private cars. Public
water is less intensive than bottled water. Etc.
Second, public services improve the "welfare purchasing power" of incomes. For instance:
if people in the United States didn’t have to pay exorbitant prices for healthcare and higher
education, they would need a lot less income to live good lives. In short, Milanovic’s income
accounting is meaningless because it’s not income itself that matters; it’s what people can
buy with that income, in terms of the goods they need to live well. It’s the welfare
purchasing power of income that counts.
And the welfare purchasing power of income is not static; it can be significantly
improved. Indeed, this is the objective of degrowth. Research in ecological economics is
clear that decommodifying public goods, and de-enclosing commons, is a good way to take
pressure off the planet, because it enables people to access the goods they need to live well
without needing high incomes to do so (which also means less pressure to work and
produce unnecessary stuff, which in turn means less pressure for consumption elsewhere
in the system). In other words, it reverses the Lauderdale Paradox.
5. Degrowth does not seek to scale down all sectors; just unnecessary and
destructive ones
Milanovic imagines a scenario in which all sectors of the economy are reduced to one third
of their present capacity: factories, airports, and schools alike, in equal measure. If that
happened, it would indeed be disastrous. But this is not what degrowth calls for; and again,
this is something Milanovic would know if he read the literature.
In the existing economy, we operate on the assumption that all sectors must grow, every
year, forever, regardless of whether or not we actually need them to. In other words, there
is a kind of totalitarian logic to growthism. It doesn’t take much to realise that this is

absurd, in terms of both human needs and ecology. Degrowth calls for a more reasonable
approach: let’s have a conversation about what sectors still need to grow (like renewable
energy, public services, trains, etc), what sectors are big enough already, and what sectors
are too big and need to significantly degrow (i.e., fossil fuels, SUVs, advertising, planned
obsolescence, McMansions, arms, industrial beef, private jets, etc).
In an actual degrowth scenario, the goal would be to scale down ecologically destructive
and socially less necessary production (what some might call the exchange-value part of
the economy), while protecting and indeed even enhancing parts of the economy that are
organized around human well-being and ecological regeneration (the use-value part of the
economy). In other words, it is the opposite of Milanovic’s immiseration scenario.
6. Green growth is not a thing
Milanovic believes that technology will come to our rescue, and make growth
“green”. Unfortunately there is a strong consensus against this assumption. We have
reviewed the relevant empirical evidence here (“Is green growth possible?”), examining
both CO2 emissions and resource use.
Briefly, about CO2, the question is not whether GDP can be decoupled from emissions (we
know that it can be), the question is whether this can be done fast enough to stay within
safe carbon budgets while growing GDP at the same time. And the answer to this is
no. More growth entails more energy use, and more energy use makes it all the more
difficult to cover that demand with renewables. The only scenarios that succeed in reducing
emissions fast enough to keep us under 1.5 or 2C involve a reduction in resource and
energy use (in other words, degrowth). I discuss this in more depth here. This 2020 review
examines 835 empirical studies and finds that decoupling alone is not adequate to achieve
climate goals; it requires what the authors themselves refer to as “degrowth” scenarios.
This paper in Nature Sustainability comes to similar conclusions.
As for resources: resource use continues to rise along with GDP (despite significant
efficiency improvements, and a significant shift to services and knowledge as share of
GDP), and indeed all existing models indicate that absolute decoupling is unlikely to
happen, even under strong policy conditions. See here and here for more.
Ward et al (2016) find that even the most optimistic projections of efficiency
improvements yield no absolute decoupling in the medium and long term. The authors
state: “this result is a robust rebuttal to the claim of absolute decoupling”; “decoupling of
GDP growth from resource use, whether relative or absolute, is at best only temporary.
Permanent decoupling (absolute or relative) is impossible… because the efficiency gains
are ultimately governed by physical limits.” Schandl et al (2016) find the same thing. Even

in their best-case scenario projection, global material consumption still grows steadily. The
authors conclude: “Our research shows that while some relative decoupling can be
achieved in some scenarios, none would lead to an absolute reduction in energy or
materials footprint.”
Our review was published in 2019, and the literature on this has grown since: i.e., here and
here… the latter paper reviews 179 studies on decoupling published since 1990 and finds
“no evidence of economy-wide, national or international absolute resource decoupling, and
no evidence of the kind of decoupling needed for ecological sustainability.” Here is a 2020
meta-analysis of all available data on GDP and resource use, which comes to the same
conclusion.
*
In sum, it is irrational to hope, against the evidence, that our existing economic system will
deliver the development outcomes we want while at the same time reversing ecological
breakdown. We need to be smarter than that. Degrowth provides an empirically-informed
alternative: a pathway to reducing excess resource and energy use while at the same time
ensuring flourishing lives for all. Given the stakes of the crisis we face, we should be open
to fresh thinking.
Tags degrowth

INEQUALITY AND THE ECOLOGICAL
TRANSITION
January 14, 2019

Last month Branko Milanovic published a blog post about the Yellow Vest movement
against the fuel tax in France. He was worried – like many analysts – that the uprising
proves it will be virtually impossible to roll out the policies necessary to reduce carbon
emissions. He’s convinced that people simply won’t accept it.
He also took the opportunity to hit out at myself and Kate Raworth. “Proponents of
degrowth and those who argue that we need to do something dramatic regarding climate
change are singularly coy and shy when it comes to pointing out who is going to bear the
costs of these changes. As I mentioned in my discussion with Jason and Kate, if they were
serious they should go out and tell Western audiences that their real incomes should be cut
in half and also explain to them how that should be accomplished.”
Let’s deal with these issues one at a time.
First, the Yellow Vests. Don’t get it twisted: the French began rioting not because of the fuel
tax as such, but rather because it was extremely regressive. The burden of the tax fell

disproportionately on rural and peri-urban workers who, already struggling to make ends
meet under a government that is openly disdainful of working class people, were suddenly
forced to pay more at the pump simply in order to get to their jobs. Meanwhile, the elites of
Paris and other cities, who get to use public transportation, were less affected. The Yellow
Vests felt this was unfair. And they are right.
The Yellow Vests are not against environmental policy. In fact, they highlight ecology as a
top priority, and have even called for stronger climate action, accusing Macron of fiddling
around the edges with “piecemeal measures”. Real climate policy, they say, requires
widespread economic changes, and should target the real drivers of climate change: rich
consumers and, above all, corporations. I agree with them.
There are many ways to make a carbon tax fair and progressive. One obvious step would
be to tax carbon at source and distribute part of the yields back to working-class
households in the form of a dividend or rebate. The effect would be to ensure that the costs
of the energy transition are borne by the rich and by corporations, as it should be.
So, my response to Branko: it’s not the gas tax that’s the problem. It’s inequality that’s the
problem.
Branko’s post indicates that he is aware of this dynamic… so one wonders why he is so
confused about the way forward. It’s simple: reducing inequality needs to be at the very
heart of climate policy.

This brings me to the next point, about degrowth.
It is increasingly apparent that Branko has read very little in the field of post-growth or
ecological economics. There are literally hundreds of peer reviewed articles and books that
explore exactly the questions he’s asking here - including this new economic model that
investigates policies for a de-growth scenario in, of all places, France - and yet it seems
Branko can’t be bothered to engage with them.
Instead, he continues to misrepresent our scholarship. Literally no one has ever argued
that we should just cut everyone’s income in half. That is a ridiculous assertion. Repeating
this straw man over and over won’t somehow magically make it true.
Post-growth policy begins with the very principle that – as the Yellow Vests themselves
have pointed out – should inform all ecological policy: greater equality. Indeed, the postgrowth movement has long argued that equality can be a substitute for growth. By sharing
what we already have more fairly, we won’t need to plunder the Earth for more.
The objective of degrowth is to scale down aggregate resource use, energy demand and
emissions, focusing on rich, high-consuming nations, and to do this while improving
people’s well-being. How do we make this happen? Here are five first steps:

1. Abandon GDP as a measure of progress and either replace it with a more holistic
alternative (like the Genuine Progress Indicator) or focus public policy on a series of social
indicators to be improved (like well-being, health, good employment) and ecological
footprint indicators to be reduced (like resource use, emissions, waste).
2. Scale down throughput by introducing progressive taxes on resource use, emissions
and waste, or impose caps on these activities and tighten them each year. Require
manufacturers to offer extended warranties on all material products in order to encourage
longer lifespans. Legislate a “right to repair”, and introduce laws against planned
obsolescence. Ban advertising in public spaces, as Sao Paulo and other cities have
done. Prevent supermarkets from trashing food, as France and Italy have done, and impose
fees on food waste while banning it from landfills, as South Korea has done. Etc.
Reducing the material throughput of the economy not only takes pressure off ecosystems, it
also reduces energy demand, which - as the recent IPCC report points out - makes the
transition to renewable energy much more feasible.
3. Shorten the working week and distribute available work more equally in order to
ensure full employment. Not only does a shorter working week have all sorts of positive
ecological and social benefits, it also relieves pressures for growth. In the existing economy,
as labour productivity improves people get laid off, and we have to generate more growth
in order to create new jobs and mop up unemployment. Shortening the working week
allows us to create jobs without the need for growth. It also ensures that if aggregate
economic activity slows down (which it likely will as material throughput declines) then
workers laid off from dying dirty industries can get jobs in cleaner ones, even as total
labour requirements diminish.
To offset reductions in working hours, either increase hourly wages with a living wage
policy or (to avoid hurting small businesses) introduce a universal basic income, as per
proposals by Andre Gorz.
4. Expand universal social goods and reinstate commons, to ensure that people can
access the resources they need in order to live well without high levels of income. This
means generous, high-quality public healthcare and education, rent controls, affordable
public housing and transportation, and access to public parks and recreational facilities. It
could also mean a system of universal basic services, as UCL’s Institute for Global
Prosperity has proposed.
Scaling down aggregate economic activity might reduce private riches, but - as I have
argued before - it needn’t reduce public wealth.

5. Distribute national income more fairly by introducing either high marginal tax rates
on top incomes (like the 80% top marginal tax rate the US averaged from 1943 to 1983), or
a maximum wage policy. Roll out a wealth tax, as Thomas Piketty has proposed, and a
financial transaction tax. Close down secrecy jurisdictions and introduce a global minimum
corporate tax to wipe out tax evasion. Use the proceeds of these taxes, and of the abovementioned fees on resource use, emissions and waste, to (a) help fund the rapid rollout of
renewable energy infrastructure, (b) contribute to a universal basic income, and (c) invest
in public goods. Democratise workplaces and encourage co-operative ownership
structures for businesses.
Branko says that I am “singularly coy and shy when it comes to pointing out who is going to
bear the costs” of transitioning to an ecological economy. I have no idea where he gets this
notion. On the contrary, I have always been clear that the transition requires justice as a
core principle: that we create a fairer, more equitable society.
Tags degrowth, inequality, post-growth
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HERE'S A SIMPLE SOLUTION TO THE
GREEN GROWTH / DEGROWTH
DEBATE
November 1, 2018

A number of high-profile economists – people like Carlota Perez and Michael Liebreich –
have recently come out swinging in favor of “green growth” theory, trying to assuage
mounting public concerns about the fact that climate change and ecological breakdown are
being driven by capitalist growth.
What’s interesting about these interventions is that they explicitly pit themselves against
their opposite – the idea of de-growth. Even just a year or two ago, de-growth wouldn’t
have been part of the conversation. Once the province of ecological economists, it’s now
gaining more mainstream attention as the evidence against growth mounts – and orthodox
economists have no choice but to reckon with it.
But as they try to edge their way around certain prickly facts, their arguments get stranger
and stranger.
Green growth theory relies on the assumption that GDP growth can be permanently and
absolutely decoupled from resource use and emissions, and at a pace that’s fast enough to
reverse ecological breakdown and keep us under 1.5 degrees, so that GDP can continue
growing forever while environmental impacts decline.

There’s just one problem. There’s no evidence that this is feasible.
Let’s start with emissions. Fortunately, we know that GDP can be absolutely decoupled
from emissions. The real question is whether we can decarbonize fast enough to stay
under 1.5 degrees, without relying on fanciful negative emissions technologies. The
answer, sadly, is no. If we carry on with growth as usual, we need to decarbonize at a rate
of 11% per year. That’s more than five times faster than the historic rate of decarbonization
and about three times faster than what scientists project is possible, even under highly
optimistic conditions.
But let’s imagine, just for the sake of argument, that we manage to pull it off: we manage to
shut down the fossil fuel industry and switch the whole planet’s energy infrastructure over
to renewables, quickly, despite continuous economic expansion. Does this solve our
problem? Are we on track for green growth forever?
Sadly not – because we still have another issue to deal with, namely, resource use. What
are we going to do with all of our clean energy? The same stuff we were doing with fossil
fuels: trawl the oceans for fish, raze forests for timber, strip mountains for minerals, clear
land for cattle feed, etc. And we will do this more and more each year, because that’s what
growth demands.
This brings us to the next conundrum - even more difficult than the first. Can we continue
to grow GDP indefinitely while reducing resource use down to sustainable levels? Well,
existing data are not very promising: there is no historical evidence for this, and all extant
model-based projections have found that permanent absolute decoupling of GDP from
resource use cannot be accomplished even with rapid rates of technological innovation and
strong government intervention (references here).
But green growthers are not deterred. What if we shift to an economy based on services
and knowledge, they ask?
First of all, such a shift is already accounted for in the models. But we don’t need the
models to answer this question. Services have grown dramatically in recent decades, as a
proportion of world GDP - and yet during this same period global material use has not only
continued to rise, but has accelerated, outstripping the rate of GDP growth. In other words,
there has been a recoupling, a rematerialization, despite a shift to services.
The same is true of high-income nations as a group – and this despite the increasing
contribution that knowledge is said to make to GDP growth in these economies. Indeed,
while high-income nations have the highest share of services and knowledge in terms of

contribution to GDP, they also have the highest rates of resource consumption per capita.
By far.
Why is this? Partly because services require resource-intensive inputs (think universities
and hospitals and airports and hotels). Partly also because the income acquired from the
service sector is used to purchase resource-intensive consumer goods (you might get your
income from YouTube videos, but you use it to buy TVs and cars and beef). And partly
because our “knowledge” is geared primarily toward technological development – finding
ways of increasing productivity and efficiency, which is then leveraged to expand
production.
Our existing trajectory toward knowledge and services isn’t yielding the results that green
growthers predict. So why should the future be any different?

The evidence piles up. And in the face of this evidence, proponents of green growth begin
to turn to fairy tales. Sure, they say, maybe green growth isn’t empirically actual, but
there’s no reason that it can’t happen in theory. We are limited only by our
imagination! There’s no reason we can’t have our incomes rising forever while we
nonetheless consume less and less material stuff each year.
And here they are right. There’s no a priori reason why such a thing can’t happen in theory,
in a magical alternative world. I would welcome such a turn - who wouldn’t?
Of course, there’s a certain moral hazard at stake when we start trafficking in fairy tales –
telling people not to worry because eventually, somehow, GDP will magically de-link from
resource use and we’ll be in the clear. In an era of climate emergency and mass extinction,
we don’t have time to speculate about imaginary possibilities. We don’t have time to wait
for this juggernaut of ecological destruction to suddenly stop being destructive, when all

the evidence says that it won’t happen. It is unscientific, and a profoundly irresponsible
gamble with the future of our civilization.
So here’s what we can do. Let’s not waste time speculating. Let’s impose a legal limit on
annual resource use and waste – something that de-growthers have been demanding for a
long time – and tighten that limit year-on-year until we are back down to planetary
boundaries.
This is a simple and elegant solution to the debate. If green growthers really believe that
global GDP will keep growing, forever, despite rapid reductions in material use, then this
shouldn’t worry them one bit. In fact, they should welcome such a move. It will give them a
chance to prove to the world once and for all that they are right. Indeed, putting hard limits
on resource use and waste will help incentivize the transition, spurring the shift toward
dematerialized GDP growth. What’s not to love?
There’s only one problem: every time we propose this policy to green growthers, they
wriggle away. Indeed, to my knowledge, not a single proponent of green growth has ever
agreed to take it up.
Why not? I suspect that on some deep level - despite the fairy tales - they realize that this is
not how capitalism actually works. For two hundred years, capitalism has depended on
extraction from nature. It has always needed an “outside,” external to itself, from which it
can plunder some kind of original value, for free, without an equivalent return. To put a
limit on material extraction and waste is to effectively kill the goose that lays the golden
eggs.
Maybe green growthers will unite with us around limits to material use and waste. I hope
so. But as long as they continue to refuse this simple solution, I don’t see how we can
regard their fairy tales as anything other than a bluff. And it’s time to call it.
Tags degrowth
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DEGROWTH: A CALL FOR RADICAL
ABUNDANCE
October 27, 2018

*Note: I expanded this post into a full article, published in Real World Economic Review in
2019. See here.
When orthodox economists first encounter the idea of degrowth, they often jump to the
conclusion that the objective is to reduce GDP. And because they see GDP as equivalent to
social wealth, this makes them very upset.

Nothing could be further from the truth.
I reject the fetishization of GDP as an objective in the existing economy, so it would make
little sense for me to focus on GDP as the objective of a degrowth economy. Wanting to cut
GDP is as senseless as wanting to grow it.
The objective, rather, is to scale down the material throughput of the economy. From an
ecological standpoint, that’s what matters. And indeed some orthodox economists might
even agree. Where we differ is that while they persist in believing (against the evidence)
that this can be done while continuing to grow GDP, I acknowledge that it is likely to result
in a reduction of GDP, at least as we presently measure it. In other words, if we were to
keep measuring the economy by GDP, that’s what we would see in a degrowth scenario.
And that’s okay.
It’s okay, because we know that human beings can thrive without extremely high levels of
GDP.
There are many pieces to this argument, but I want to focus on one here in particular. One
of the core claims of degrowth economics is that by restoring public services and
expanding the commons, people will be able to access the goods that they need to live well
without needing high levels of income.
Take London, for instance. Housing prices in London are astronomically high, to the point
where a normal one-bedroom flat can cost upwards of $1 million. These prices are
fictional; largely a consequence of financial speculation and quantitative easing. Now
imagine if the government were to cap the price of housing at half its present level. Prices
would still be outrageously high, but Londoners would suddenly be able to work and earn
significantly less than they presently do without suffering any loss to their quality of
life. Indeed, they would gain in terms of time they could spend with their friends and
family, doing things they love, improvements to their health and mental well-being, etc.
The fictionally high prices of housing in London require that people work unnecessarily
long hours to earn unnecessary money simply in order to access decent shelter – which
they were previously able to access with a fraction of the income. The consequence of this
imperative is that everyone is forced to contribute unnecessarily to expanding the
juggernaut of production, the output of which must in turn find an outlet in the form of
ever-increasing consumption.
This is a problem that’s as old as capitalism itself. And it has a name: enclosure.

Ellen Wood argues that the origins of capitalism lay in the enclosure movement in England,
during which wealthy elites walled off the commons and systematically forced peasants off
the land in a violent, centuries-long campaign of dispossession. This period saw the
abolition of the ancient “right to habitation”, once enshrined in the Charter of the Forest,
which guaranteed that ordinary people should have access to the resources necessary for
survival.
Suddenly, England’s peasants found themselves subject to a new regime: in order to
survive they had to compete with each other for leases on the newly privatized land. And
the leases were allocated on the basis of productivity. So in order to retain their access to
leases, farmers had to find ways to extract more and more from the earth, and from labour,
even if it was vastly in surplus to need. If they didn’t, and if they lost their leases, they
could face starvation. And of course this same force, the imperative of ever-increasing
productivity, was at work also in the industrial sector.

In other words, the birth of capitalism required the creation of scarcity. The constant
creation of scarcity is the engine of the juggernaut.
The same process unfolded around the world during European colonization. In South
Africa, colonizers faced what they called “The Labour Question”: How do we get Africans to
work in our mines and on our plantations for paltry wages? At the time, Africans were
quite content with their subsistence lifestyles, where they had all the land and the water
and the livestock they needed to thrive, and showed no inclination to do back-breaking
work in European mines. The solution? Force them off their land, or make them pay taxes
in European currency, which can only be acquired in exchange for labour. And if they don’t
pay, punish them.

Scarcity is the engine of capitalist expansion.
And, crucially, the scarcity was artificially created. Created by elite accumulation, backed
up by state violence. In both England and South Africa, there was no actual scarcity. The
same land and forests and resources remained, just as they had always been. But they
were locked up. Enclosed. In order to regain access to the means of survival, people had no
choice but to participate in the juggernaut.
Today, we feel the force of scarcity in the constant threat of unemployment. We must be
ever-more productive at work or else lose our jobs to someone who will be more
productive than we are. But there is a paradox: as productivity rises, less labour is
needed. So workers get laid off and find themselves with no means of survival. Victims of
artificial scarcity. And the state, desperate to reduce unemployment, must then find ways
to grow the economy in order to create new jobs, just so that people can survive.
And all of us workers join in the choir: Give us growth! We need jobs!
Scarcity creates recruits to the ideology of growth.
Even people who are concerned about ecological breakdown, which is most of us, are
forced to submit to this logic: if you care about human lives, then you must call for
growth. We can deal with the environment later.
But there will be no later, because the problem of scarcity is never solved. Whenever
scarcity is about to be solved, it is always quickly produced anew. Think about it: for 150
years, economists have predicted that “In the very near future our economy will be so
productive and replete that we will all have to work no more than a few hours a day.” But
the prediction never comes true. Because capitalism transforms even the most spectacular
productivity gains not into abundance and human freedom, but into scarcity.
It’s strange, isn’t it? The ideology of capitalism is that it is a system that generates immense
abundance (so much stuff!). But in reality it is a system that relies on the constant
production of scarcity.
This conundrum was first noticed back in 1804, and became known as the Lauderdale
Paradox. Lauderdale pointed out that the only way to increase “private riches” (basically,
GDP) was to reduce what he called “public wealth”, or the commons. To enclose things that
were once free so that people have to pay in order to access them. To illustrate, he noted
that colonialists would often even burn down trees that produced nuts and fruits so that
local inhabitants wouldn’t be able to live off of the natural abundance of the earth, but
would be forced to work for wages in order to feed themselves.

We see this happening today in the endless waves of privatization that have been
unleashed all over the world. Education? Healthcare? Parks? Swimming pools? Social
Security? Water? All social goods must be privatized – they must be made scarce. People
must be made to pay in order to access them. And in order to pay, they will of course have
to work, competing with each other in the labour market to be ever-more productive.
This logic reaches its apogee in the contemporary vision of austerity. What is austerity,
really? It is a desperate attempt to re-start the engines of growth by slashing public
investment in social goods and social protections, chopping away at what remains of the
commons so that people are cast once again at the mercy of starvation, forced to increase
their productivity if they want to survive. The point of austerity is to create
scarcity. Suffering - indeed, poverty - must be induced for the sake of more growth.
It doesn’t have to be this way. We can call a halt to the madness – throw a wrench in the
juggernaut. By de-enclosing social goods and restoring the commons, we can ensure that
people are able to access the things that they need to live a good life without having to
generate piles of income in order to do so, and without feeding the never-ending growth
machine. “Private riches” may shrink, as Lauderdale pointed out, but public wealth will
increase.
In this sense, degrowth is the very opposite of austerity. While austerity calls for scarcity in
order to generate growth, degrowth calls for abundance in order to render growth
unnecessary.
Degrowth, at its core, is a demand for radical abundance.
Tags degrowth
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If you haven’t come across the Global Footprint Network yet, check them out. Based in
Oakland, CA, they produce fantastic data on the Ecological Footprint (EF) of nations around
the world. EF is measured in units known as “global hectares” – an omnibus measure that
includes resource use, waste and emissions.
The researchers at the Global Footprint Network calculate that our planet presently has
enough biocapacity for each of us to consume about 1.8 global hectares per year. Anything
over this means a degree of resource consumption that the Earth cannot replenish, or

waste that it cannot absorb, and contributes to ecological breakdown. 1.8 global hectares is
roughly what the average person in Ghana or Guatemala consumes. By contrast,
Europeans consume 4.7 global hectares, while in the US and Canada the average person
consumes about 8 – many times their fair share.
This data raises an important question. What is the relationship between consumption (as
measured by Ecological Footprint) and development? Of course, we know that EF is tightly
coupled to GDP. But what about human development indicators? What about wellbeing? Is it possible for a nation to live within the threshold for biocapacity while at the
same time having high standards of living? Ghana and Guatemala are hardly exemplary in
terms of their social indicators... are there better models out there?
The researchers at GFN have answered these questions with a fascinating chart that plots
the Ecological Footprint of nations against their score in the Human Development Index
(HDI).

The results are striking. They show that as HDI rises, so too does EF. The two seem to be
quite tightly coupled, such that achieving the higher levels of HDI generally means vastly
outstripping biocapacity. There are a few outliers: countries that achieve "high" HDI
(above 0.7) while nonetheless remaining within biocapacity. But all of the nations that
achieve “very high” HDI (0.8) outstrip the biocapacity limit. Depressingly, there are no
nations that fit within the box for sustainable development at very high HDI, although
one country – Cuba, represented in grey – comes very close.

This seems like a sensible approach, on the face of it. And the goal, of course, is for each
nation to become more efficient at converting ecological footprint into human well-being,
finding ways to enhance human flourishing with minimal pressure on the planet. But if
that’s the objective, there are problems with using HDI.
HDI is calculated as the average of three different indicators: life expectancy index,
education index, and income (where 1 = GNI per capita of $75,000, on a logarithmic
scale). Of course, it makes perfect sense to compare life expectancy and education against
EF. But it does not make sense to compare income against EF. The reason is because
income, like GDP, is inextricably linked to EF. While it is possible to achieve enormous
gains in life expectancy and education with relatively little EF, it is not possible to grow
average income up to $75,000 without vastly outstripping biocapacity. Sure, we can
achieve some relative decoupling of GNI from EF (with rapid technological innovation and
aggressive taxes on carbon and resource extraction) but not absolute decoupling. Income
cannot go up to $75,000 while EF goes down to 1.8. It is a physical impossibility.
So the HDI approach is self-defeating. As long as income counts as 33% of HDI,
achieving very high HDI by definition requires growth to the point of outstripping
biocapacity. If all nations in the world were to pursue the highest HDI (which is of course
presently the plan), we would “develop” ourselves into ecological collapse.
We need a better measure, one better suited for the Anthropocene. As I see it, the income
component of HDI is underjustified. Average income does not tell us very much about wellbeing. There are a number of countries with relatively low income that nonetheless have
high levels of human well-being. Costa Rica, for example, has a higher life expectancy than
the US and happiness indicators that rival those of Scandinavian nations. But its average
income is only $11,000, less than one-fifth that of the US.
If you take income out of HDI, then Costa Rica qualifies as having “very high” human
development. And its EF (2.8) fits well under the biocapacity line of 1961. Many other
countries are also in the very high category with even lower EF, including Serbia, Romania,
Albania. Cuba qualifies as very high, with an EF of only 1.95, extremely close to today’s
biocapacity limit. And Georgia qualifies as very high with an EF of only 1.58.
The problem with HDI is that it is an unreformed indicator; it still has a strong element of
the old GDP-focused development mindset in it, and so is not fit for purpose when it comes
to pursuing truly sustainable development. Indeed, some middle-income nations – like the
ones listed above – excel at human development and yet are punished in the HDI rankings
for having lower income. Why punish them thus? Shouldn’t we instead look at them as
models to emulate, and build on, as we try to reverse ecological breakdown?

Of course, income may contribute to well-being in ways that health and education
indicators cannot capture. But there may be other indicators that we could include to get at
this, such as happiness or life satisfaction. Or, alternatively, we could put a “cap” on the
income component so that anything above, say, $15,000 counts as 1, rather than requiring
nations to grow to excess in order to achieve that standing.
Because HDI is lashed to income, it works against the possibility of a shift toward a
post-growth economy.
Consider this thought experiment. Let us say that rich nations choose to follow postgrowth and de-growth principles, slowing down ecologically harmful and socially
unnecessary economic activity (fracking, advertising, McMansion building, SUV production,
beef farming, single-use plastics, food waste, planned obsolescence and so on) in order to
reduce their ecological footprint. At the same time, they introduce pro-human policies:
increasing the minimum wage and improving labour laws so that workers claim a bigger
share of total income, socializing healthcare and education, controlling house prices by
regulating speculation, shortening the working week and introducing a job guarantee.
In such a scenario, average income would go down, but there would theoretically be no
drop in quality of life – indeed, quality of life might even improve. People would likely be
happier because they would have to work less, freeing them to spend more time with their
loved ones and to engage in useful and creative pursuits. Assuming health and education
indicators stayed the same (in reality they would probably improve), HDI would fall – but
this would not be an accurate indicator of what is really going on. Indeed, it would obscure
the most important part of the story.
HDI was invented in 1990 as an antidote to the GDP-based conception of development. It
was considered progressive for its time, but it is clear now that it did not go quite far
enough. Nearly 30 years on, it’s time for a better measure – one that will aid rather
than hinder us in our efforts to build a more ecological model of development.
*Note: I developed this argument further here: The Sustainable Development Index:
Measuring the Ecological Efficiency of Human Development in the Anthropocene [PDF]
Ecological Economics, 2020. Results of this index can be viewed at
www.sustainabledevelopmentindex.org
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